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Who is ImagineSoftware?
ImagineSoftware is the leading provider of medical billing automation software and revenue cycle management
applications. Offering powerful technology solutions for medical billing offices, practices, and hospitals for over
20 years, ImagineSoftware currently serves more than 75,000 physicians across 43 specialties. ImagineSoftware
solutions improve financial efficiency, build provider reputation, and ultimately enhance the patient experience.

Our Vision
To be the leading healthcare systems platform
Our Mission
To drive the success of our clients, partners, and employees by creating dynamic systems and a culture of
excellence
Our Core Values
Innovation - Embrace & drive the future
Motivation - Inspire others to achieve greatness & to act with a sense of urgency
Accountability - Take ownership of our actions, match behaviors to our words
Genuine - Be truthful to ourselves and others in both words & actions
Integrity - Be ethically unyielding and honest
No-Excuses Attitude - Keep our focus on the solutions, not the limitations
Excellence - Consistently exceed the expectations of our customers with outstanding products & services
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Awards and Recognition
Inc. 5000 Fastest-Growing Private Companies
For the 11th year, ImagineSoftware is honored to be featured and ranked by Inc. Magazine in their list of 5,000
Fastest-Growing Private Companies in America. Read more...
Top 100 Healthcare Technology Companies
ImagineSoftware is honored to be among a group of incredible companies named in the Top 100 Healthcare
Technology Companies by The Healthcare Technology Report. Read more...
World’s 10 Best Performing CEOs to Watch
ImagineSoftware CEO Sam Khashman is recognized by World’s Leaders Magazine as one of “World’s 10 Best
Performing CEOs to Watch in 2021” for setting an exceptional leadership example & maintaining a customer-centric
approach.. Read more...
Business North Carolina 125 Top Private Companies
ImagineSoftware is honored to be among fellow North Carolina businesses by being named one of Business North
Carolina Magazine’s 125 Top Private Companies. Read more...
NC Mid-Market Fast 40 Award
ImagineSoftware is honored to be one of 40 North Carolina companies named on the 2021 NC Mid-Market Fast 40
List ranking midsize companies based on revenue & employee growth. Read more...
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Diversity and Inclusion
At ImagineSoftware, we have a role to play in contributing to an inclusive world. We work every day to lead with
our values and beliefs that enable you to develop your potential and bring your full self to the workplace.
Our culture of diversity and inclusion enables more creative thinking and better ideas for addressing a more
diversified market. We hire driven people from all backgrounds because it makes us a great company, and because
it’s the right thing to do. If you share these values, you will find a home at ImagineSoftware.
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Social Responsibility
The Importance of Giving Back
Giving back to our communities and putting others first are part of who we are. ImagineSoftware is more than the
products and services we provide. We strive to make a lasting and positive impact on the people and communities
that have helped support us and always encourage our employees, partners and clients to follow suit. We love
when our employees step up to help raise awareness for causes that are close to their hearts, inspiring fellow
employees to get involved.
Supporting Our Community
We support employees in their charitable work by providing up to 8 hours of paid volunteer time off (VTO) each
year. Employees can participate in the activities of their choice.
Matching Gift Program
Through ImagineGives™, we boost the impact of our employee’s charitable donations through matching
contributions to eligible non-profit organizations.
Social Responsibility
Making a positive impact on the communities that support us, ImagineGives™ sponsors charitable organizations
throughout greater Charlotte, San Diego and Albany. We have worked with numerous organizations in our
communities, including:
• Humane Society/SPCA
• World Central Kitchen
• Urban Ministry Center
• Ronald McDonald House
• Toys for Tots
• Classroom Central
• Habitat for Humanity
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Recent Press
ImagineSoftware Announces Strategic Partnership with NovoPath to Provide End-to End Workflow
Solutions for Diagnostics Labs
CHARLOTTE, N.C.| February 16, 2022 - To further its commitment to deliver leading-edge laboratory and healthcare
information technology, Technology Partners, LLC (dba ImagineSoftware™), a leading provider of medical billing
automation software and revenue cycle management, announces a strategic partnership with NovoPath LLC
(NovoPath), a leader in laboratory information systems (“LIS”) and seamless interoperability solutions for anatomic,
clinical, and molecular pathology labs. Read more...
ImagineSoftware Announces Partnership with Konica Minolta to offer Eligibility and Estimation Solutions
for Streamlined Radiology Revenue Cycle Management
Charlotte, NC | November 29, 2021--To further its commitment to leading medical diagnostic imaging and
healthcare information technology, Technology Partners, LLC (dba ImagineSoftware™), a leading provider of
medical billing automation software and revenue cycle management, announces today a strategic partnership with
Konica Minolta Healthcare Americas, Inc. Read more...
ImagineSoftware Announces Strategic Growth Investment from Marlin Equity Partners
Charlotte, NC | November 23, 2021--Technology Partners, LLC, doing business as ImagineSoftwareTM (“Imagine”),
a leading provider of medical billing automation software and revenue cycle management applications, today
announced it received a strategic growth investment from Marlin Equity Partners (“Marlin”). The partnership with
Marlin will focus on further accelerating Imagine’s growth trajectory and expanding the company’s talent and
technology capabilities to continue to efficiently serve the needs of the marketplace and its customers. Posttransaction, Imagine’s current investment partner, Mountaingate Capital (“Mountaingate”) is exiting the company.
Read more...
For the 10th Time, ImagineSoftware Appears on the Inc. 5000, With Three-Year Revenue Growth of 103%
Percent
NEW YORK, August 12, 2020 – Inc. magazine today revealed that ImagineSoftware is included on its annual Inc.
5000 list, the most prestigious ranking of the nation’s fastest-growing private companies. The list represents
a unique look at the most successful companies within the American economy’s most dynamic segment—its
independent small businesses. Intuit, Zappos, Under Armour, Microsoft, Patagonia, and many other well-known
names gained their first national exposure as honorees on the Inc. 5000. Read more...
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Recent Blogs
The No Surprises Act: What Today’s Providers Should Focus On
With the January 1st, 2022 official enactment of the No Surprises Act (NSA)
now prohibiting surprise patient bills, it comes as no surprise that healthcare
providers across the country have since been evaluating the potential impact on
their organizations. There are many factors to consider from the provider side.
Given the new regulations, what should providers be most focused on today?
Read more...

Spoiling the Surprise: Surprise Billing Legislation and Healthcare in
2022,
“Surprise bills” to patients for medical care contributed to two-thirds of all
bankruptcies filed in America between 2013 and 2016. Twenty percent of people
undergoing elective surgery between 2012 and 2017 received a surprise bill
(averaging $2,011), most commonly from out-of-network anesthesiologists
and surgical assistants practicing in the hospital or ambulatory surgery center
covered by the patient’s insurance (emergency care is another frequent source of
surprise bills). Read more...

How to Automate Your Denial Management
Managing claims can be a challenging process for any healthcare provider,
no matter the size. Even the largest health systems with experienced coders
experience denied claims. That’s why it’s essential for physician practices that
want to maintain a strong revenue cycle to implement a comprehensive denial
management strategy. Read more...
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Logo Size & Margin Requirements
The ImagineSoftware brand is one of our most valuable assets, and like any asset it must be properly used and
protected to maintain its credibility. By maintaining the integrity of the ImagineSoftware identity and trademarks,
our brand will continue to appreciate in marketplace value. The following guidelines provide information and
tools and set the standards for using brand names, logos, typefaces and other design elements in various forms of
communications. These guidelines will also ensure that all parties use the brand elements in a consistent manner.
The ImagineSoftware logo and trademarks may not be used without the express permission of Technology Partners,
LLC.
The logo must have the minimum spacing on all 4 sides that is equivalent to the width of the “e” in the word
“Imagine.”
When including the company name in your type and not with the logo, both words should be capitalized and there
should not be a space between them, as here: ImagineSoftware.

REQUIRED MARGINS

MINIMUM SIZES

0.8 inches wide (print)
144px wide (web)

P L E A S E R E Q U E S T LO G O S F RO M I M AG I N E’S M A R K E T I N G D E PA RT M E N T:

David Jones, Senior Visual and Web Designer, djones@imagineteam.com
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Improper Applications of the Logo
Below are a few examples of improper application of the ImagineSoftware logo. This is not an exhaustive list, and
any questions should be directed to ImagineSoftware’s Marketing Department.
Ben Buchanan
Chief Marketing Officer
bbuchanan@imagineteam.com
704-553-1004 (Main)

Do not use the ImagineSoftware
logo in any color other than: (1) the
default black and blue colors, (2)
white and blue, (3) all black, or (4)
all white.

Do not apply a drop shadow or
any other special effect to the
ImagineSoftware logo.

Do not change the orientation
of the logo from the horizontal
position.

Do not apply a stroke outline to the

Do not use any other graphical

Use an all-black or all-white copy

letters in the font.

elements in conjunction with the
logo. Any neighboring graphics
should have the appropriate
margins.

©2022 ImagineSoftware, Technology Partners, LLC

of the logo if the background
color is too close in tone to the
word SOFTWARE.
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Trademarks
Our company’s legal name is “Technology Partners,
LLC.” Our trade name is “ImagineSoftware.” Use
“Technology Partners, LLC” only when writing
legal documents or contracts. Otherwise, use
“ImagineSoftware” or Imagine.

Never

Always

IMAGINE Software

ImagineSoftware

ImagineBilling

ImagineBilling™

The Appliance

ImagineAppliance®

MedFM

ImagineMedFM™

• Refer to ImagineSoftware as “we,” not “it.”

Med/FM

ImagineMedFM™

• Never spell Imagine in all caps (IMAGINE) unless it
is part of a short heading that is in all caps.

MedMC

ImagineMedMC™

Med/MC

ImagineMedMC™

HonorCare™

HonorCare®

• Always capitalize the first “I” and the “S” in
ImagineSoftware.
• Use ImagineSoftware as one word.

Product Names
When writing the names of Imagine’s products, the
proper format is written without spaces and starting
with “Imagine.” The “Imagine” should be in italics and
the product name should be bold italics. You must also
use the appropriate trademark designation when you
type the names:
ImagineBilling™
ImagineAppliance®
ImagineIntelligence™
ImagineDiscovery™
ImagineAI™
ImaginePay™
ImagineTrueICE™
ImagineMedFM™
ImagineMedMC™
HonorCare®
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Partner Co-Branding
Why Co-Brand?

What Can and Cannot Be Co-Branded?

ImagineSoftware recognizes that our brand can be
used strategically alongside our partner brands to
exponentially grow our revenue. Using two brands
together symbolizes partnership - a commitment

ImagineSoftware has developed templates and
guidelines with predefined logo locations for items that
we frequently co-brand with our partners:

to provide the market a new or enhanced product or
service. Each brand constitutes a set of promises that
people associate with the company. Care must be taken
to ensure that we are not misrepresenting the product
or service of either brand, causing confusion to the
market, or more important – the end customer.

To ensure ImagineSoftware benefits from our
partnerships with other brands, it’s important that
we clearly and appropriately communicate these
associations in a manner that is:
EFFICIENT - leveraging our mutual resources
productively and accurately
CONSISTENT - developing visual cues that help
communicate our relationship to other brands
EFFECTIVE - clear and understandable from a customer
perspective
The guidelines in this document will help to streamline
the development of co-branded materials while
protecting the valuable corporate and product brand
assets for all involved.

©2022 ImagineSoftware, Technology Partners, LLC

• Social Posts
• Email
• Newsletter
• Marketing Slicks
• Webinar
• Demo
We also have ImagineSoftware identified items that are
NOT suitable for co-branding:
• White Papers
• Technical Documentation.
This is not intended to be a comprehensive list of items,
simply examples for illustrative purposes. We appreciate
your partnership and support of these guidelines. For
questions and/or approval, please contact:
bbuchanan@imagineteam.com
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Additional Logos
PHIcure Next LLC
The PHIcure logo was redesigned in 2020 to fit within the Imagine family of brands through the black and cyan
color scheme, while retaining the use of the Greek letter Phi from previous iterations. The italicized word “cure”
shows forward motion, and the colored discs represent streaming data.
The PHIcure logo must not be used without the express permission of Technology Partners LLC. Any use of the logo
must also adhere to the minimum size and minimum padding requirements as noted below. The minimum padding
around the logo is the equivalent of the height of the lowercase letters in the word “cure.”

REQUIRED MARGINS

MINIMUM SIZES

0.8 inches wide (print)
144px wide (web)

P L E A S E R E Q U E S T LO G O S F RO M I M AG I N E’S M A R K E T I N G D E PA RT M E N T:

David Jones, Senior Visual and Web Designer, djones@imagineteam.com
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Whom to Contact
ImagineSoftware, Technology Partners, LLC
8757 Red Oak Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28217
Ben Buchanan
Chief Marketing Officer
704.553.1004
bbuchanan@imagineteam.com
Kristen Greer
Director of Marketing Operations
705.553.1004
kgreer@imagineteam.com
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